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bought game 10 seconds before pre-order sale and so got game and more for a discount without having to wait

10\/10. brety gud chinese ventures. The devs are fascists. They do not allow free critisism of their products on the Steam
forums. They ban users on the basis that they are "trolls".. The deluxe upgrade is a great purchase to anyone who is a fan of the
Shadowrun games of Harebrain Schemes. The art book has more than a hundred page and there is some good arts in there and a
few developer commentary. I wish it had more commentaries, but the extended edition of Hong Kong has plenty in game so I
won\u2019t complain too much.

Also, just a thing about the music of Hong Kong. In term of quality and instrumentation, I believe it has an objectively better
score then its predecessor. Still, I like Shadowrun Returns\u2019 tracks more. Even though I discovered the Shadowrun universe
through the games made by Harebrain, I can\u2019t help but feel nostalgic when I listen to Shadowrun Returns\u2019 music.
. It's pretty good. The main story is enjoyable, and the missions can be completed in slightly different ways (usually a choice
between shoot everything and be convincing). My only big gripe with the game is how the ending plays out. There's a "best
choice" that requires a fairly specific series of steps to have occured and some of those steps are easily missable. If you want to
go for the best ending, make sure you exhaust all conversations with your team and Crafty after every run, and try to gather as
much info about the big baddy as you go along. 7\/10. Great game. 9\/10. love the whole series but this is the best of them.. If
you liked original Shadowrun Returns and Shadowrun: Dragon Fall, you will like Shadowrun: Hong Kong as well. The story is
very deep and well thought, music is charming and joinable NPCs have interesting backgrounds and uneasy characters. At first I
was very doubtful about buying it, since many reviews stated that the game is worse than its predecessors, but my fears didn't
make it. Game is top notch and hot, I highly recommend!. Such game, much approve. A must buy!
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Bought this to both support Harebrained Schemes and to get the game's complete soundtrack. When I went on Jon Everist's
website, I realized some of the soundtracks are missing. Plus they're less expensive if you buy them directly from the artist.

But you'll also get an artbook of this game as an 126 pages .pdf file if you buy this. It's quite interesting to read, if you're
interested in the stories behind the game's arts.. The Bonus from the "Deluxe Upgrade" needs a savefile from the finished main
game. It fits well into the previous story.
I find this one more combat-focused than the main game (though there are less dragon-lines), but there still are plenty of
possibilities to talk, hack, or sneak your way around.
The sidemissions are limited, but the main mission is acutally longer as you would expect.

The only thing i didn't liked was (from rpg view) to be forced that hard to do as the game wants.
having played shadowrun pen&paper for so many years, we've always hated gm's for doing that - and taught them to not try this
again in the next years.
I missed more chat options to tell your "contractors" that you don't like them, remembering mass effect 2's options to tell
everyone anytime that working with cerberus is not your wish nor choice.. You played Dragonfall\/Returns and liked it? Get this
one!
Lot of side missions, decent storyline (though I liked the plot of Dragonfall better), believeable characters with their own goals
and missions. Decking got really nice with a mixture of sneaking to avoid detection ICs and classic Matrix Battle.

Loved it!
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